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Curriculu1n Changes Abound, Thousands March For Freedom 
Pervade Academic Aspects ' 
Humanities Sciences Protest Death of Reverend Reeb 
Designer Details 
City Planning 
by Robfo Bledsoe '67 
'I1he "need to understand tl>e dy· 
ms.mies of tl.'1e automobile and its 
scale as opposed to the dynamics 
of pedestrians and their scale" is 
the biggest problem in urban design 
today, architect Paul Rudolpl>. de· 
signer of Jewett Art Center, told a 
l<.rge audience in Alumnae Hall 
Tuesday ~t. 
Mr. RudolPh focused on foe aspectc; 
of scale and space in urban archi-
ture a nd their relation to a city's 
clarity and unity a nd to its automo-
biles. 'J1he international prize-winning " If you think it m akes me happy to not changed; everything in the paper 
architect's lecture was sponsored by be in disagreement with my govern- was known last summer, and the 
Uhe Wilson fund. ment, you couldn't be more wron~." war is still a South Vietnamese af-
Domlnant Areas said Senator Wayne Morse in Cam- fair in terms of weapons and per-
Ile pointed out that cities histori- br'ige last Friday nig!ht. sonnel. The White Paper is "no ex-
cally have been dominated by a clear Speaking in the Rindge Tecl>nical I plana tion, reason, or justification 
l>ierarC'hy of building types. Seats of High School Auditorium, the senior for escalation." All it proves is that 
government or cathedrals with their Senator from Oregon severely criti- our plan there was a failure. 
large scale and imposing silhouettes . cized United States policy in Viet Senator Morse said that contrary 
\\ere prominent in many European Nam, calling t<he recent White Paper tc foe opinion of some of his critics, 
cities. Spatial areas such as parks "an insult to the intelligence of t'.le he would not refuse to support our 
or squares were al!".-0 dominant. entire world, not to mention Am- government in the event of a decla-
Although this tradition has ~ntin- erica." ration of war. Nor is he advocating 
ued to the present day, the clear-cut Belleves In Idealism with'lrawal of troops and supplies 
h1erarcy no longer exists. St. Pat- Senator Morse, wh'.> was first "lect- from Sout'h Viet Nam. What he 
rick's Cat:1edral. for example, is ed as a Republican, then a'i an inde- 1 !"trongly urges is multilateral con-
dwarfed by skyscrapers, but Rocke- pendent, and who is now a Demo- sideration of the problem of the kind 
feller Center is interesting because crat, is one of only a handful of his mentor Arthur Vandenberg would 
of its human acth·ity as well as its members of Congress who have j have desired. The late senator had 
low !'>eight. challenged President Johnson's act- advocated an international system of 
Problem or Se.ale ions in Southeast Asia. justice for all nations, "not just the 
Much modern urban design, how- He began his speech by explaining ones we like," for !'very issue. 
e\·er, has ignored tf.1e el<:'ment of his abhorrence of compromise on Deplores U.S. "Containment" 
individually w<:'ll-d<'signc:i, they are matters of principle: "You will never Senator Morse admitted foat he 
scale. Though ti'<' buildings may be experience a practicality that isn't was fully aware of the grounds for 
thrown toge~her in a busy l:odge- based on an ideal . . . All an <'X- attack of his isolationism. But the 
p'.>cli::t'. Tix> unint<'rt•sting J'(.'Sult is a pediency is is a rationalization !or United States, he said, is no longer 
confusion of buildings competing un- intellectual dishonesty." even trying to secure cooperation on 
successfully for attention. Ur~es 1'"egotlatlon this matter. Our policies represent 
The automobile is responsible for Until recently, said tlle Senator. " single-handed U.S. containment;" 
C'Omplicating the pr.)blem. "Often the President had termed the Viet we have ceased to \1ave regarj for 
buildings look fine from a speeding Nam struggle " essentially a civil SEATO or for our Western allies. In-
outomobile, but fall apart as one war." The facts behind the White stead, "we are going it alone" and 
(Coutinutd un page four ) Paper indicate that the situation has I (Continued on page Six) 
Discussion Focuses on Selma Problem 
The Pope Room will once again be 
tie 'iCene of lively exchanges of 
opinion among students and faculty 
on Friday, March 19, as Mr. An· 
thony D'Amato. Instructor in Politi-
cal Science. and Mr. Alan Schecter, 
Assistant Professor in Political Sci-
ence, hnlci an open discussion there 
r.t 4: 40 on tl>e legal aspects of the 
pr<:'sent situation in Selma, Alabama. 
In view of t'he controversy whi<'h 
has raged around the conflict over 
\ oter registration both on the cam-
pus and all over the country, some 
cJarification of the issue, especially 
its legal aspects and implications, 
seems in order. Mr. D'Amato stress-
<'d two basic issues v."hich will pro-
vide a foundation and point of de-
parture for the informal discussion. 
First is the question of federalism: 
~hould the government intervene, 
and if so, to what extent? Second, is 
the problem of !'he individual demon-
strators' personal as well as civil 
rights: row are they affected by re-
C'<'nt l<'gislative and judiciary action, 
and .1ow could they efectively change 
their tactics? 
This ad hoc discussion will be con-
rlucted on an informal basis, with 
c.pening statements from both men 
followed by free discussion and ex-
change of views between the speak-
ers and the audience. 
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EDITORIALS 
President's Report 
Miss Clapp considers a drastic departure 
from the traditional one. In light of the 
fact that "girls ordinarily mature more 
rapidly than boys and often do better in 
school work in their early years," she 
feels that "some human beings, and 
society, might gain if age fifteen or six-
teen would become the accepted age of 
college entrance for all gifted young 
women ... " 
Periodically Miss Clapp, makes a re-
port to the Trustees of the College. This 
year, in the President's Report publish-
last week, Miss Clapp comments on the 
developments at the college from 1960-
'61to1963-'64, inclusively. She also out-
lines her hopes for the future, in the 
form of visions rather than concrete 
proposals. The document is a collection 
of sensitive obse~ations and astute ana-
lyses of the future needs of the college. 
If its worth ended here it would be re-
markable and valuable in its clear un-
derstanding of the college. Because 
these observations and ~spirations are 
Miss Clapp's personal ones, however, 
the Preident's Report provides a rare, 
invaluable insight into her ideas about 
Wellesley. 
Miss Clapp recognizes the difficult 
question of "an unstructured future" 
which faces most seniors and suggests 
that "we should find more ways, not to 
remove the problem of choice nor to 
deny its existence, but to assist them to 
see it for what it is ... " 
ol<'~ KiA i ki JS" ft1t fe. .}~\s-
She also realizes that most students 
arc guestioning many of the residential 
rules which are a part of Wellesley and 
are "groping for a n~w formula or re-
vised pattern of residential life .. . " 
"My expectant hope," she concludes. "is 
that together we can find a satisfactory 
pattern for these changing times." 
<\,\>t~-,..·, ~~ ~"c.~ a.Y\~ -\ ~ o\\. 
!_ / •~· ~ H .... 
~1 •.I" •.• 
The Report opens with a long sum-
mary of the new curriculum. This, how-
ever, is one of the few items in the Re-
port of which the students have any 
knowledge. Many students, in fact, 
would probably be amazed by the 
breadth of her interests. 
Readers Write 
Miss Clapp expresses concern for the 
fact that the campus is practically idle 
in the summer. She suggests an "experi-
mental period of any specific courses for 
undergraduate students . .. credit which 
can be offered without jeopardy to the 
winter program ... She continues, "A 
summer program at Wellesley might 
also provide a means whereby more of 
the students who enter college with cre-
dit for Advanced Placement study could 
graduate early, or in certain disciplines. 
could combine the bachelor's degree and 
master's degree within four calendar 
years ... " 
In talking about admissions policy 
It is very conceivable that none of the 
present students would be here if and 
when these sug~estions reach fruition. 
News believes, however, that this il'I an 
insufficient reason for ~ssuming that 
these students would not be interested in 
knowing- in what direction Miss Clapo 
foresees chan~es. News is. therefore, 
disannointed that no attempt is made to 
r.irculate the President's Report amen~ 
the student body. The Report. bv pro-
viding a clear insight into Miss Clapp's 
concention of the college. could serve as 
a means for better acquainting the stu-
dent with Miss C1aop as a person in the 
office of the president rather than sim-
~ly an unapproachable pr.-sident. 
College Elections 
To the Editor: 
The editorial cartoon in the March 
fourth News was the first attempt 
ti'>at I have observed on this campus 
I to criticize the method of election of 
student representatives for College 
Government. I doubt that I am the 
only student on campus who has 
I 
felt frustrated about these elections 
because I neitlher knew nor knew 
about any of the candidates. 
w ;1y is there no politicking, no 
campaigning on this campus? Is it 
1.Jecause we do not take tlie C.G. 
l offices seriously enough, because we Lelieve that student representatives to C.G. are mere ineffective figure-
heads, and thus any Wellesley girl, 
being intelligent and capable, can 
fill the position "1hich requires no 
One Hour Morality 
I dynamism but mere busy, rubber-
stamp type of work? Or is it because 
the Wellesley student considers her-
self above sucil a common practice 
as campaigning? Or is it merely be-
cause it has never been done before 
in the Wellesley campus and no stu-
dent is dynamic enough to want ro 
break tradition? One hour morality is Wellesley's 
sound solution to the question of indivi-
dual responsibility raised by Reverend 
Coffin at the recent Marriage Lecture. 
Here students are given every oppor-
tunity to reach deliberate responsible 
decisions on any morality question -
except, of course, in cases when they 
couldn't possibly do so.. 
Perilous moments fostering irrespon-
sibility were the subject of discussion at 
last week's Senate meeting (see story 
on page six). Some "extremely liberal" 
students urged that upperclassmen be 
allowed to sign out for overnights not 
until the proper hour of 10:00 but until 
the licentious hour of 11 :00. They illo-
gically reasoned that if students can re-
main unescorted on campus until 11 :00 
and can sign out for a 1 :00 until 11 :00. 
they should be able to sign out for an 
overnight until 11 :00. 
News is quite distressed at this lib-
eral movement for change. Cinderella 
devotees may think that 12 :00 is the be-
witching hour but all traditional conser-
vative Wellesley students know that 
10 :00 is an institutionalized traditional 
morality preserver. After 10:00, moral 
decisions lose their clear perspective. 
Dormitory cocktail parties between 
10 :00 and 11 :00 blur vision and corrupt 
responsibility. Study fatigue makes indi-
vidual choices bizarre and deviant. Stu-
dents are encouraged to blatantly vio-
late the hospitality of their hostesses by 
contacting them after the usual New 
England bedtime hour of 10:00. Simply 
speaking, one hour makes all the dif. 
ference and students should not be pres-
sured with all the risks and dangers of 
this free extra hour. 
News feels that because overnight 
permissions indicate a sinister and anti-
social desire to leave the community and 
the beloved dormitory that the rules 
should be tightened and not loosened. 
Peraps students should be required to 
sign out with two morally stalwart 
house council members as witnesses so 
that clear thinking and responsibility 
will be encouraged. Perhaps all over-
nij?;ht sign outs should be registered by 
9 :00 in the morning, immediately fol-
lowing a hearty breakfast of oatmeal, 
milk and black coffee. Perhaps all stu-
dents who take overnights should be 
required to join crew and only sign out 
after three hours of healthy exercise 
and contemplation of nature. In any 
event, the proposal to grant an extra 
hour to frivolous choice making is both 
a dangerous and foolish idea. 
A democratic community requires 
educated voters. It is beyond con-
ception that in a community of some 
of the intellectual elite this principle 
is not recognized. The voting Welles-
ley student has no way of making 
I an intelligent choice; She must either 
I 
refrain from making any choice, or 
she must make one based on appear-
ance, amusing last name, hearsay, 
or personal likes and dislikes -
·hardly intelligent bases for voting. 
The voter learns next to nothing of 
what the candidate is going to try to 
do once in office, or what me stands 
for. 
The need cannot be met by appro-
ximately two rather general and 
r.ieaningless sentences from eaoh 
candidate in an article in New•, nor 
t-y rather inef!ective visits to dormi· 
· tories, Which students are not willing 
to give up the time to attend. The 
situation can be improved only 
~hrough more extensive campaign 
platforms whidh reach the student 
! body not only orally, but also in 
printed form. 
I Campaigning for student offices is I not unheard of in other colleges, not 
c\·en in others of t'he Seven Sisters. 
Perhaps the student body would real-
ize l'he full effectiveness of College 
Government, and other student~held 
. offices, if the Whole college com-
munity were more aware of what 
they can do. 
Sincerely, 
Rosanne Bednacyk '66 
Marriage 
To the F.ditor: 
P,,hli•hf'd wet'klv nn Thur<day. Seplf'mber to Mov inclnsivt' nc.'pl -'lurin11 vac~tfon 
(CbriJtma< and Sprint[) ant! eumination J>4'TIOO< (first two Wttks In February and ln<I 
........ in Mav and first Wttk in June. hy the Wellesley r.olles: .. )\"(>W<, w .. llc•ley 81, Ma<•. 
Trl.,,bonr CEdnr .5-0320 t''tlension Cnllel!t' Nt>w<. CEdnr 5-0545. Suh<crlplion ~4 .7.'; 
,...r annum. s .. cond cl~ . . J>O<IAI!<' paid al Boston. M85<. under the Act of March 8. 1897. 
Rt'prt'<l'nled for "lat1 ·"dvertisinit bv National Adv•otisinit St'rvice Inc. 
llt-1HJrtcr\ J•·an Arrin•'ton •1111 The almost capacity attendance at 
Jhl~ llmdk~y :111 , the first of the series of marriage 
"'"'' rnntt'T 1111 1 t "Th Se 1 M t• " sn,11n 1: 0 , 1,.r ·R11 ec ures, e xua ys 1que, 
1'rhcilla K1•rhin •1111 certainly bears witness to a long 
Ann l<frlclt'v 'R7 d' ed W II 1 fo 
t~.,Of'iflt1• Fditur 
, . 1·t1•1 f>litor 
l .m1out 1:clitor 
\,,c~·;11t1• .\fann~iu,i:: 
Ellt-n JnfJc '66 
lhrbam El•1"n '611 
Jnnl' McHalt• '1111 
}l•an Kranwr '66 
Rohin Reisil! •66 
Carol Ann Brof(lla '66 
f >litora 
Donna Dickenson ·61 
T••Tr> Pri>tin '67 
Rohin Hll'd'IOt' '67 
Susie Linder •67 




June• ~fa,low 'A7 
JmU' lA:vJn 'ft7 
1'nrin Ro"•nthKI 'R7 
Ell••tt Bont·pnrtb 'Rll 
All"" nnvton 'Rll 
N11ncr H .. 11 .. r 'RR 
Elniiw Jnnct '66 
Knr<•n KO-/Alc 'RR 
no,t'llllll"\ 'l.fetrailer 'fl6 
·Liu Reed '66 
\farjorit' s; .. sr .. 1 ·~11 
Snuannt' Stnn·v ·66 
llck-ne Tilk:w; '66 
l.a')Ouf Slaff 
P/iotol{ra11/1rr., 
Susnn Pnlu;. 'M stan mg ne at e es ey r a Ju~~1•u;lhw S~hnlc~r :A7 I candid discussion of sexuality open 
htt•lli· Sto-v"'" .~11 to the entire student body By di-\V•·ndy W)"' 11"1 . ' 
s'""" Scott '117 rectly presenting carefully tthought 
\ta .... hn Fonnan 'Ill! ' out informed and unconventional 
'.'of.uion Brenn<>r '66 . ' . ' 
Gnl1· 11.fnn,on ·1111 viewpoints sucil as those of Dr. Wer-
Curtooni5t Bn Thom•· '66 mer and Rev Coffin the traditional 
sus111:Ess STAFF I v· . ·judi. •. art· 11 BminPu ~/anaf(er Solly Platt '68 1ctonan pre ce IS P Ia Y re-
Adcert;.,ing MaMf(er Harriet Older '116 moved Freed from the embarrass-
Lindn l<ralcoff '117 • .. . • 
Circulation Manager Bdsy <>.borne '61 ment of actuallr thinking about 
sex," the stuent can appoac<h the 
problem of her own sexual conduct 
less fearfully, less haphazardly, and 
less experimentally. The student who 
hitherto 'had not seriously considered 
her actions can start to tl'>ink about 
herself and her conduct at the same 
time that her social experience ii; 
widening, ratl'>er than passively fall 
into a situation wit!h which she can-
not cope because of lack of thought, 
ernest discussion, and exposure. 
Discussions of values and morality 
(suer as this one on sex and tnc 
March 5 discussion on Viet Naml 
ure, I feel, a vital part of one's edu-
cation - for a normal education is 
only valuable in its relation to one's 
life, in providing a basis for t'hc 
Choice of one's values and decisions 
concerning how one wants to live. 
The response to these extra-acade-
mic discussions has been enthusias-
tic, the "audience has been awaken-
ed," and the "clickety-clic" of the 
knitting needles is a little quieter. 
Let's hope it can continue. 
Jacalyn Weinstein, '67 
Aesthetic Support 
Dear F.ditor: 
'"J'lhe level of taste in the country 
at large is determined more by faSh-
ion and commercial exploitation fuan 
by educated judgement." This state-
ment, from the introductory remarks 
of a communication from the Am· 
erican Society tor Aest!hetics pre-
sented Mardh 4, 1965 in support of 
the Humanities Bill, refers to public 
taste in music, literature. art, archi-
tecture, and general city beautifica-
tion. The theme of t!he A.S.A. report 
is that, while since World War I 
Americans have Showed a rap· ]y 
expanding interest in the arts, t:1eir 
understanding ibas not paralleled 
this. "The 'unquiet American' may 
'know what he likes,' but he is not 
really very happy with it. As for 
what he dislikes, the venomous at-
tacks on art whic<h appear, if not 
signs ot a national malaise, are at 
least evidence of acute misunder-
standing." 
The time is here to make an ef!ort 
to change tlhls situation. But how do 
we bring about a revival of aesthe-
tics? We cannot legislate high artis-
tic standards or creativity, but we 
can support it economically, and at 
least give it a Chance to exist and 
flourish. This is the purpose of the 
proposed Humanities bill. Through a 
National Foundation on the Arts and 
Humanities grants and loans W'Ould 
be made to groups and individuals, 
plus funds to match private contri-
butions in the fie!<is of drama, dance, 
painting, music, literature, history 
rhilosopl'>y . . . in other words, the 
liberal arts. 
A typical cry against this program 
consists of an intuitive feeling of 
impending socialism and government 
dictation. 'This may be true to the 
extent that perbaps in one year a 
certain tlheater, symphony, etc., will 
receive more money than another 
tl>ereby making competition unfairly 
difficult for rivals. 'Jlhis does not. 
however, prelude tlhe non-existence 
of the artists refusee who did not 
happen to get as large a grant or 
any grant at all for ~t matter. The 
future is unpredictable, but I cannot 
<<;on1intHJ Oft ~"(• FOflf) 
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New Science Curriculum. • • 
(Continued from page One) 1 n<:w cuursc entitled GrJUi> Dynamics. 
cialize:l sections of their rc:;pcctive fa t':c Mathematics Department, 
courses. 
Major reol1gallizatlon of tl-e curri-
culum of the biological sciences oc-
curred in ti'he spring of 1964. after 
announcement was made of the mer-
ging of the Botany and Zoology De-
partments. '11his school year 'Pas been 
the first year under mte new pro-
gl'am, characterized by a reempha-
sis on tt-e chemical and physical 
bases of biological Phenomena. 
A new development in the depart-
ment for next year is a reorganiza-
tion of the histology courses. '11he 
four new courses, Histology-Cytology 
I and II, Cytochemistry. and Ultra-
stl'Ucture of tl>c Animal Cell. reflect 
the electron microscopy research 
currently being conducted by Miss 
Helen Pady Kulay, Professor, and 
Miss Geraldine Gaurhier, assistant 
professor. 
The number of courses oUered by 
the Geography Department next year 
will be limited. Tre two professors 
presently in that department will 
retire this .June, and the current de-
mand for geographists has made 
finding qualified full-lime professors 
difficult. A part-time professor has 
been secw-ed whl will teach Geog-
raphy of Europe and Geography of 
Asia. 
The department's dec1-eased size is 
temporary; it is expected to regain 
its :>riginal size and scope by the 
1966-07 school term. 
two new courses have been ad-
ded: Introduction to Mathematical 
Thought, and Calculus of Functions 
of Several Real Variables. The latter 
\'•'ill enlarge one of the two possible 
sequences of calculus com·:es, in or-
der to provide a str:>nger background 
for advan::ed courses. The old sta-
tistics course has been expanded int-= 
two levels. 
Several new courses have been ad-
ded in tlhe Chemistry Department, 
and reorganization of tre organic 
chemistry sequence will be effected 
ir. the 1966-67 term. Among the new 
courses are Ohemical ThermJdynam-
ics. Kinetics ·and Mechanism, and 
Structural Chemistry I and II, all of 
which will be required for majors in 
the class of 1968 and thereafter. A 
new course directed toward n:>n-
1'.!ajors, Contemporary Problems in 
Chemical Structure, will be offered 
in 1966-67. 
Quantum Mechanics ras ben added 
to ~he Physics Department curricu-
lum. The former Electricity and Op-
tics c:>urse has been separated into 





"The Social Context of Law" is the 
Major changes in tre Geology De- topic of a speech to be given by Mr. 
partment curriculum favor a greater Ric:iard Schwartz, professor of s:>-
stress on tlhc physical and chemical cio!ogy at N.:>rt'.l\vestern University, 
«l'<pects of geology. All the courses 
offered (or next year arc either in- Wednesday, MarC'h 24 at 7:30 p.m. in 
n:ivation<> or transformations Jf old the Pope Room. 
courses. Crystallograpry and Optical Mr. Schwartz, whom Mn. Srim:>ny 
Minerology, and Descriptive and De-
terminati\'e Mine1'0logy are two such of Wellesley's socio!oS}' department 
courses offered n£'xt year. In addi- terms "a leader in the field of the 
tJon, requirements for work in rclat- develo;>ment of law in the social 
cd fields of physics. dicmistry and sciences," got iis Ph.D. in sociology 
astr:>nomy have been made more . . 
explicit. I Yale, where 1he later taug.1t m the 
Law Scho:>l. He is director of tile 
The Psychology Department cour- ?\orthwestern Council for Inter-
ses st>ow nJ radical reorganizati.:>n. 
Introduction to Psychology is r.ow a societal Studies. 
<me unit cour;;c, a development which 
will promot<. earlier depth study. 
The research methods course, the 
two p('rs:>nality courses, and the two 
Having C:-.>ne field work in Israel, 
Japan and India, Mr. Sc:1wartz is 
the author of several books apd of 
learning C'ourses represent reorgani- articles wilich have been publiS:1ed 
zation of former courses. 'I'here is a . in so::iological and legal journals. 
-- ·------------
Charles Produces Proud ('('Plough" 
by Robin Reisig 
Laughter and lamenting vie for 
&ttention in the Charles Playnouse's 
rurrent brawling production of 1lle 
Plo:igti and the Stars, Sean O'Casey's 
weat cry against the bloody futility 
of war. 
O'Casey, a leader of t!ie Irish Jiter-
1ry Renaissance, picked raw war 
""1 human suffering and de-roman-
, i ~ized the Iri':'h Re,·olution ro ef-
~ctively trat upon bis deat!h in Eng-
11md last year, one obituary read, 
After throwing him out, Ireland 
'i~cJvered that he was machine-
gunning them from across the 
rtreet." 
Vitality and Death 
Rollicking characters meeting 
bl:>ody deaths give vigor to the plav 
10: the Crarles Players unfold with 
increasing solemnity the romances 
1r.j deatr.ls of the inhabitants of a 
nublin tenament in 1915. Hallowness 
reigns as much as violence in their 
:r.terpretation. 
Tom Tuner, the Ragpicker in the 
Charles' last production, The Mad-
woman of ChaUJot, plays Fluther 
'J;,o:l, a merry old Irishman w~1ose 
"Blarney" enlivens tr.1e whole play. 
Trz spirited and spirit-slvoin Fluther 
claims that it'd take more than hi~ 
adversaries to "flutter a feat'1er of 
Fluther," yet he manages to partici-
pate in mo:ot of the play's eight fist-
f1g~ts. 
;liath·,. EloquPn<'f' 
" His Ielbw fi1.1ters, Peter Flunn 
<nd tl>e Young Covey, are vigor:ru~ly 
nlayC'd by Robzrt Gaus and Terrence 
~Trier ~c>spectively. Mr. Gaus uses 
; gay air ancJ heall"1y "lri"h" bro~uC' 
to succesrully render eloquent ab-
rurdly cxtravage>nt lanill:'~C' t:1nt 
wo11lrl seem less than credible in 
englisl>. 
Going a bit farther than Iben's 
"lora. Lhe Yo·mg Covey explains that 
1'e'1re all else. even before being 
Iri'1i, "We're all ruman beings; or 
c:ime down to molecules and atoms, 
m Jlecules and atoms." 
Jane Alexander and .Tames Brod-
erick portray the newlywed Nora 
and Jack Clitheroe, whom the war 
destroys. As tre clinging young wife 
W.:~J tries to keep iler husband at 
home, Miss Alexander is convincing 
ii not attractive. 
Later "ler uncomprel>e nding mad-
ness forms chilling cJntrast to Mr. 
Clifaeroe's last mesage to his wife, 
given as t1!ie burning Iri~r. fln.g of t!1e 
Dorothy French i1 Moll1er, and Eda Rel11 Merln 11 Be11le BurgeH In 
Sean o·ca1ey'1 famou1 epic drama "The Plough and The Star1" which 
openen Wedne1day March 10 at the Charle1 Playhou1e u the fifth pro. 
duction of the current 1ea1on at the Re1ident Profe11ional Theatre. 
"Plough and tihe Stars" falls upon 
Mm, "I'm proud to die for Ireland." 
War'11 Fairy Tait> 
The play surprising "reroine" of 
sorts - and t!he most surprisingly 
fine acting - came from Ed Reiss 
Merin. "'iho plays the cussin', drink-
in'. and later. lovin' Bessie Burge5s. 
After making an audience hate rer 
bv brawling and telling a dying sol-
dier. "that war's glory is a fairy 
tale," and ~hat he's "properly sham~­
raied now," she succeeds in the dif-
(1cult task of arousing our admira-
tion for her as the one character 
that supports all duress realisticaly. 
Her death scene is unforgettable as 
are rer final, unbelieving words, "I 
do believe, I will believe, Jesus died 
for me upon ~e cross to set me 
-ree.'' 
In the name of God all the vices 
of the earth spring forth. With 
Phrases ironically like those of t<his 
v:eekend's Civil RigMs demonstra-
tion, soldiers even call for homage 
to God "of the same red wine in 19le 
~arne glorious sacrifice. For without 
the sl>edding o! blood, there is no 
redemption." 
'J'lhe remaining members of the 
cast are adequate as is the scenery. 
support neither King nor Kaiser . . . 
but Ireland" evokes increasingly 
bitter emotional response as the play 
mercilessly continues in its course 
to war's destru"tion. 
As the play ends, soldiers sur-
rounded by deal'h sing "Every cloud 
has a silver lining." The irony of 
human optimism and tihe juxtoposi-
tion of death, love, and petty prob-
l"m'> give tihe play its eerie force. 
Theater Presents Two Insights Into Chaos Of Life 
by Ellen Jttff e '66 
The irrational and violent chaos 
that lies below the surface of life -
that often becomes life -- is bril-
liantly shown in two new one-act 
plays presented by the 'lbeatre Com· 
pany of Boston. 
Charlie, by the Pollm playwright 
Slawomir Mrozek, and Funnyhouse 
of a Negro, by Adrienne Kennedy, a 
former member of Edward Albee's 
Playwrigbting Workshop at t!he Cir-
cle-in-the-Square in New York, are 
entirely different in form and atmos-
phere. 
Charlie is described as a satiric 
parable; its ton~ suggests Kafka's 
The Trial, in v.tich ostensibly every-
day events become brutally absurd. 
Here, a patient's visit to a doctor is 
used to show how rational, humani-
tarian, and scientific values can, 
through fear, become the slave and I 
accomplice of ignorance and destruc-
tion. 
Unforgetable Cllaracter 
libraries and covers pages of blank Jii;ht but significant variations, by 
paper with imitations of Swell," different characters, creating pat-
Queen Victoria, the Dudless of Haps- terns that recur and intensify. 
burg, Patricia Lwnumba, Jesus. No I was also impressed by the way 
place is real for her but her "funny- Mrs. Kennedy handled the relation 
r:>use," where these selves come t<> of the external and internal ""'.>rids 
gett:1er and separate. t!hrough the Funnyhouse Lady, 
Sarah is played with marvelous Sc..rah's landlady, and the Funny-
sensitivity by Barbara Ann Teer, house man, Raymond, her cruel 
whose eyes and passionate move- lover. 
ments have the quality of a bunted Josephine Lane as the Landlady is 
animal, and the greater terror of a not an evil woman, but her harsh 
tortured human being. She is, on the ridicule and heavy make-up seem 
one hand, obsessed by a desire to be terrifying to Sarah, and her shrill 
white, to live anonymous in a white laughter terrifies tlhe audience as 
world. Micki Grant as the Duchess well. JosePb Hindy's Raymond is 
and Judy Johnson as Queen Victoria The Negro characters, too, turn 
play these ghostly beings with com- hellish, mi.rt.o,less laughter on them-
pressed intensity. In Sarah's vision, <>elves and t& audience. 
e\•en the Queen, in her elegant white Glartng and Intense 
robes, does not escape dle curse of This play is a staggering emotional 
all the Negroes in the play: their experience and shows Mrs. Kennedy 
hair falls out. as an author of tremendous power 
"The Blackest of All" and imagination. The high intensity 
of the play captures the audience 
Sarah hates her father, "the black from beginning to end, at times, one 
beast" w'no raped her mother, wh> almost has to blink, mentally, as 
was as light as a White woman, yet when exposed to too bright a light, 
Paul Benedict creates an unforget-
able oculist, ~se panic, conveyed 
in gesture and facial expression, be-
lles Ns civilized words. Richard She-
pard and Edward Finnegan play the 
Grandson and Grandpa with hillbilly 
accent and costume; tQUs is the cl<> 
\ 
she feels guilt for rejecting this part too strong a pain. 
of herself. Throughout the play there David Wheeler, as usual, has di-
Adrienne Kennedy, author of 'Funnyhou1e of a Negro' Theatre Company 18ned. tensio~: 'tistthebeNegroed;aAndce damwill· rected with a swift and forceful hand, 
, or is 1 o sav · and he has drawn out the individu-
of Bo1ton production at the Hotel Bo1tonian Playhou1e through Sunday, Patricia Lumumba, played by Gus ality of each play. Robert Allen's 
March 28· Johnson with tlhe soft-pawed savagry macabre set for Funnyhouse of a 
of a stalking tiger, save it, or will N · t · 'ts 0 n n·~t as an 
scst the United States has to a pea- and the plot moves swiftly and re-
sant class, the types that probably lentlessly from there. 
appeared in the original version. The comic overtones of the script 
'11heir one unbeatable advantage over 
t:1e doctor is Grandpa's double-bar- are not overlooked, but tftley handled 
relled srotgun. Grandpa is looking pointedly, so that the serious impli-
for a victim named "Charlie" whom cations are not k>st either. Mr. She-
he cannot recognize without glasses; pard is diabolical beneath his cool 
fear for his own .life forces the doc- and naive exterior, and Grandpa's 
tor to ~ve Grandpa bis own glasses, gruff raving is never irrelevant. 
Funnyhouse of a Negro is a night- egro, exis s m 1 w 6" Jesus and fo"'7iveness? Vernon ti 1 art f th d a Nev"lle mare vision, created with music, .... essen a P o e ram · i 
Blackman em...11.ftsizes Jesus's humi- Po • l' "'ti'ng nd Erv;,.. Hen lights, mysterious stage settings, ,,...... wers 1g., a ... -
masks and costumes, as well as with Jity, his inability to change dte world. nlng's sound effects are more notice-
words and actors. As in a funny- Patricia Oollinge, the memory of able in "Funnyhouse" ttian in 
house, one sees oneself split, by a Sarah's mother, is more than a sym- "Charlie," but ~ imJM?rta~t in both 
series of mirrors, into many differ- bol for ttle violated Negro woman; plays. nie glanng white hght that 
ent selves, so Sarah, f.'le Negro girl she suggests death and madness of I burnt .througout Funnyhouse ~Y 
in the play, bas many lives: a stu- I all races. embodies the haunting and searing 
dent whQ "does occasional work in The same lines are repeated, with world being explored. 
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Ten Seniors Win W ilsons I Doctor Concludes I Gallerv Exhibits Varied Media 
'I .,I , 
Gain Graduate School Grants Marriage Series Offers Modern Art for Rental 
The conclusion of the Marriage 
Tile Woodrow Wilson National Fel- designed to meet what Sir Hugh Tay- Lecture Series for 1964-65 will be a Two of the most important ques-
lowship Foundation has named ten lor, president .of the Foundation, talk by Dr. Robert W:leatley entitled tions in a.rt today seem to be: Can 
Wellesley students as recipients of caJls "the critical nee:l for qualified one undentand what is being done 
,.Planned Parenthoo::I" on Monday, nd l" ·~'- · Th I · awards for graduate stu<iy in pre- college teaohers," began in 1945 on a can one JVe w1w1 it? c nsti-
paration for college teacliing. a small scale when four recently re- ~arC'h 22, at 7: 30 in Pendleton. tute of Contempora.·y Art, located at 
The announcement of grants to turned G.I. 's were named Kemp Fe!- 100 Newbury Street in Boston, is try-Having spoken at Welle:;ley last 
1,395 oollege seniors, who will re- I lows after the donor of t:1e first sti- ing b :;olv<? tl>ese problems by oper-
ceive a total of five million dollars, pend. Later 1lhe name of t'.1e fund year, Dr. Wheatley was asked ~0 ating an Art Rental Gallery. 
marks the twentieth anniversary of was changed to honor t"e Pre:;ident make a return appearance. He will T.he Gallery, which offers "renent 
the fund. or Princeton and of the United b£ introduced by Melanie Erskine and original works of various media 
11,000 Competitors States. ·65, ohairman of the series. '.or rent and purchase," has been 
Chosen from over 11,000 faculty- Grants from the Ford Foun::lation operating since 1960 under 1lhe spon-
nominated seniors were lihe following have dramatically enlarged i.'~~e pr.:i- Dr. w:1eatley, a gynec:>logist, has wr:hip of the Ladies' Committee of 
Wellesley students: Pamela A. An- gram to make it tJhe greatest private ~ecn asso::iated lor the past four the Institute of Contemporary Art 
derson, for study in matliematics; <-ource of support for advanced work and a half years wit!h t<he Rock Re- 'l:td witt'.1 the help of 1lhe artists and 
Mrs. Patricia E. Crunden, English; 
1 
in the liberal arts. Among former productive Clinic in Brookline, where galleries of the &>r,t.:i:i ar~a. '.(1( 
Ellin J. Hirst, English; Anne E. Wilson Fellows are 6,000 scholars !>ir.~ contr:>l pills were first develop- works are on view oontinuously and 
Ivaldy, English; Virginia B. Mc- who are eitiher teaching or complet- ed. A graduate of McGill University, may be rented for periods of t!i.ree 
Conn, geochemistry; Mrs. Aline 0. ing their teaching preparation and he is a member of the faculty at the 1 months. The rental fees, from $5 to Quester, economics; Katheryn L. four college presidents. Harvard Medical School. $25 cover works whose price range 
Reichard, music; Elizabeth A. --- -· ----------
Struck, music; Donna E. Weitsrop, 
c.stronomy; and Jessica Wolf, poli-
tical science. 
Mrs. Crunden also won a grant for 
Fake Facade Marks Doll's House; 
the Ph.D. degree from the Danforth I 
Foundation, which provides tuition B 
and living expenses for rour years of I a Tll 
study in preparation for a career of I Performance Inconsistent 
college teaching. 
Woodrow Wilson Fellows will re- b ] 11e Mr!l!lle '66 tions of troug'htful appraisals of the 
c-eive tuition and fixed fees at the y a · ""·;,man's role at the end of the third 
graduate school of their olroice, plus I Ibsen devotees \.\.-f.10 attended act were seriously and sensitively 
$1,800 for living expen;es. 1,242 !>on- Barn's production of A Doll's House clelivered with force and conviction. 
orable mention seniors in American ' last weekend witb the hope o! seeing Ups nnd Downs 
and Canadian oolleges are also ex- [! powerful moving play may '1ave Mr. Edward White as Nora's hus-
pected to receive alternate awards been slightly disappointe.. band played a very difficult role in 
from other sources. While many scenes in !'he play tl•at he was tlhe straight man to her 
The nine Wellesley students who r especially the end of the ttiirtl act) spontaneous e:Xhilaration and had 
have won honorable mentions are: soared to great dramatic heights, lines which made llhe feminist audi-
Amy B. Dowty, who will study his- many were noticeably theatrical and ence cringe. Many times his lines 
tory; Karen A. Early, prilosophy; tedious. The play itself was a diffi- \\ere swallowed and his gestures 
Sharon B. Goldberg, history; Nancy cult one to perform. Its long dialo- were ::;ometimes uneasy and stylized. 
C. Hartsock, political science; Kat- gues. repeated oommon expressions. I ;ns two most powerful scenes were 
rin I. Menzel. Spani~ h; Frances K. and often typed minor characters when Ns sexual desire after the 
Oguss, botany; Amanda M. Ross, i?ives it a tendency to lapse into dan::e contrasted wifu Nora's frigid-
English; Terry A. RothsC'hild, art niel:Jdrama, a tendency which the ity and when he selfishJy reacted to 
hisrory and Jane M. Snyder, classics. players did not fully avoid. lfhe news of the forgery and his sal-
letter of the law as well as wrong-
.'l~ the law itself. 
Of -Ohildren and Chandeliers 
11:1e children, Victoria and .Tulia 
Bar:;tow and Peter Johnson stole tt>e 
show with t.heir gay rompings. Peter 
with his rands in his pockets and a 
forlorn grimace made one dejected 
exit whidh was as charming as ap-
propriate. 
The set for the play as well as 
Nora's costumes were excellent. The 
garisth, overstu!fed Baroque room 
was a marvelous backdrop for the 
play; especially outstanding was its 
incorporation o! filie living room and 
toyer and the gas lit c"andelier 
hanging from above. 
The Wilson Fellowship program, The Fight for Rights .
1 
vati:>n. At these times, be was con-
A Doll' .1 Hmur, first performed in vincingly realistic and spoke and Reader wn·ie· . 
FRESHMl!:N 1879, treats tt>e modern topic of a moved with flourishing passion. 0 • • 
FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION WQman's right roan individual iden- Dr. Rank, played by Peter Lake, 
FORMS AVAILABLE tity. Donna Daley 'G7 as Nora made 1 :-.•:.'lded a marvelously cynical spark 
IN THE DORMITORIES a very convincing transition from to tlhe play. His pessimistic observa-
MARCU. JS THROUGH 26 the "little lark" wife who trips gaily I tion of life and gloomy intimations 
CLASS OF 1968 _ FRESHMEN through 'her make-believe domestic of death were delivered very fully in 
who wish. to apply for financial 
aid for 1965·66 must obtain forms 
from their Head of House ~tween 
March 18 and March 26. Com· 
tranquility to the more realistic wo- character throughout. Wendy Bur-
man who questions the meaning of \ rel! '68 as Kristine, also maintained 
her marriage and tier outlook on . ~he pose of rhe surrering severe 
life. ',\T1ether muncl\ing on maca- widow t:lrougoout. It seemed, how-
ro:ms, romping with her clhHdren or ~ver as th:iugih her delivery was a 
pleted applications are due Tues· dramatizing her secret sacrifice for I little too stilted and mechanical so 
day, April 6• 1965· !•er husband, s'he retained lher flighty 'hat some lines £ounded highly in-
! impetuo:.is and bouncy character. Ir. :.ppr:ipriate and her scenes alone Rudolph Speaks !'.his r.:ile. however, She £ometimes 1i:i:1 Nora or Krogstad were not 
• • • overplayed u:1is levity with a ratt>er a dramatic interaction but a frigid 
(Continu8d from page One) sing-song zest. I recitation of lines. Nick Soloway as 
gets closer," Mr. Rudolph said. A When 1her husband's selfishness in tbe dishonest lawyer Krogstad was 
building's scale must succeed as seen the fear of impending failure, proved •lro susceptible to tbis type of over-
!rom many distances and at various to her faat his "wonderful" selI· rlaying. He was often to'l ab-
!>peeds. sacrifice would never happen, :.:: I solutely villainous, losing sight of the 
Use of Space assumed a very convincing tone of :act that Ibsen also intended him 
(Continued from pag1 Two) 
o;ee the government ordering Leo-
nard Bernstein to play the Eroica 
Symphony on Maroh 15 any more 
than Vhey would specifically attempt 
to determine the style of Andrew 
Wyeth's next painting. Indeed, as we 
a ll know, wl>o does and can afford 
to take greater monetary risks than 
lfhe government; would not t!his will-
ingless to gamble and support un-
h-nown artists, etc., foster creativity 
•ather than squash it? 
In my mind aid for the arts is long 
O\"erdue. A National Science Foun-
dation was set up 15 years ago. Simi-
liir support for the development of 
general ae:;tbetic values in tt>e l.;n' 
ted States is needed, not to do so is 
a gross oversight of our society. 
Space is equally as important as frigidity ar.d upheaval. Her explana-1 ·o 1·c~rcsent a man wronged by the the buildings within it. In fact, urban __ .::__ ________________________ _ 
~e~~~n c~::s :ii;:\t!r~~rt;~~l:rs~;~ Deutsche Scholar I Vigorous Debate on Medicare Question 
roundings, terrain, light, and cli- To Discuss Novel r' 0 Be Treated at Ford Hall Forum mate. The architect must realize t:1e 
different uses of space. Times Professor Hans Egon H:>lthusen. 
Eldercare and Medicare will get a Advanced Studies in Social Welfare Square and other "good-time areas" I noted German scholar, will speak in are exciting because they are over- Pendleton on Tuesday, March 23, at 
crowded. w"ile formal parks require j 7:45 p.m. on "New Trends in the t"orough airing by t:he respective at Brandeis University since its cre-
large areas of unknown unbroken Contemporary German Novel. " He proponents of the two programs of ation in 1959 and currently serves 
!>pace. Space also can act as a strong will a lso read German poetry in tihe medical care for the aged when Dr. also as the Dean of Faculty at Bran-
unifying element. Fope Room at 4:40 p.m. Edward R. Annis of Miami, Florida, deis. He was educated at the Univer-
A large problem, of com·se, is the Professor Holthusen. both a poet 
space needed for automobiles. No and an essayist. is widely known in de:bates "Medicare: Is It the Best sity of California, the New York 
city lo:iked f:>rward to t:ie amount the field of German literature. He Solution?" witlh Dean Charles I. School of Social Work and the Uni-
of traffic facing us today, altilough has ex:-· 1rcd his major interest~ of Sch:ittland. of Brandeis University, 
Paris bv chance came closC!st to an- modern poetry and modern p.:ietical on the Ford Hall Forum platform in t1cipali~g the autom:ibile. theory in comparisons of specific . 
A Produ<'t of Its Culture I v.Titers from different countries; , Jordan Hall on Sunday evenmg, 
\'ersity of Southern California ]-.aw 
Sch:::ol. Before joining the Brandeis 
faculty, he served for four years as 
President Eiserlhower's Commission-
er of Social Security. Prior to that 
he had spent ihis career in govern-
ment sen·ice. at state and national 
le\'els. 
RESERVE BOOKS NOW 
Essentially, Mr. Rudolpr said, a ·.Vhile dealing primarily with Rilke I March 21, at 8:00 p.m. Judge Reu-
t-uilding 1s a point in time "'hioh an_d T .. S. Eliot, for ~xample, he ben L. Lur_ie "":iJl ~ the lV!oderator. 
rerlccts its cultw·e. Its function brmgs m French, Spamsh or other Dr. Annis, uhe 1mmed1ate past 
scale. and intcrgration to it'> environ: J writ~rs in pursuit of. t~e histor~ of presi~:n~ of. the American Me:<iical 
mcnt must all be clearly related to an idea through their mterrelahon- Assor1,1t1on, is_ one of two Amencan.s 
one another. It must be dominant I ships. to ·:1Jld Ire offices of ~he AMA pres1-
so as to lend clarity to its swTound- According to Miss Goth of the Ger- ~enry and. the pre~1d~ncy. of the 
ings, and at the same time be a man Department the work which World Medical .Assoc1at1on s1multan-
11nified part of its environment. Mr. might be of most interest to Welles- eously. A pro~m~nt surg~n, . .he has Books which leave the Re. 
Rudolph illustrated this point wit" ley students with some knowledge of al:;o been active m the M1am1 Fam~ serve Room for Spring vacation 
several slides of this own w:>rks, in- German is Das Sr hi ff. the l.:ig of hi<- i~~ Services Society and. ~re M~a.m1 may be reserved In advance on 
eluding t'he Boston Government p~sage from ~ew York to ~ur~pe. J \, elfar~ Pl~i:nmg Cou~c1l s d1v1s10n Monday, March 22, through 
Sei·vice Center and the New York In it he t.:iuches on psycholog1cal 1m- on Semor Citizens. He is a graduate Thursday, March 25. 
City Hall, in Syracuse. pressions and the effects of his fellow of Marquette University Sein~! oC The hours for making reserva-
Paul Rudolph's lecture was an ex- passengers on one an:ither. Medicine, holds the Brothel\1ood tions are from 8:15 to 11:30 a.m. 
<'<'ll<'nt introduction to tt>e use and Professor Holthusen comes from I medal of t:he National C:inference of each day. 
problC'ms of architecture as urban the University of Munich as an An- Crris tian'>. and J~ws, and is C'~ir- No single copies will be allow. 
<lt•sign. It was easily understood by drew Mellon Visiting Professor at man .or. t.!:1; Flo1:1da . State M~1cal ed off campus, as many 1tudent1 
all and was at the same time c-:>m- the University of Pittsburgh, where Associations Legislative Comm1tlec. use the Library during the 
prt-Owm;ivc en:>ug·h to satisfy art stu- he will teach from April to August I Dean Schottland _has directed the vacation. 
d~nts. this year. Fhrcnce Iieller Gra<luatc School f-Or •-------------•• 
i!> from under $100 to $1,000. 
The works offered vary from lith<>-
gra:>hs such as Juan Miro's "Lillho-
graph for a Poster" ($10), Fernand 
Leger's "Two Sunflowers" ($15), and 
Karel Appel's "Heads Everywhere" 
<UO) to sucti Pop Art pictures as 
RJ<; Barr~n·s "Event in Perfect 
Time" ($10) or Sandro Bassow's 
huge "triptyclh" composition done 
with batik and entitled "Italian 
Landscape" ($10). 
Various large pieces of sculpture 
can also be taken out of the Gallery. 
They include, Harris Barron's 
Sculpture Temple" ($20), a tall sil-
vered structure, and David von 
Schlegell's "FiSh Knife" ($20), a 
metal work. 
The area in whicb this Gallery's 
facilities seem to be most useful is 
in ~hat of ''op" art, for it WQuld allow 
tlhe prospective buyer to decide whe-
ther or not be could stand to look at 
one of t'hese works for an extended 
period of time witthout tiring. Arthur 
Hoener's "Bullseyes," ($10) or his 
"Scfaizaph.renic Wood Sculpture," 
($10) are examples of this art w'hich 
aims at optical illusions .. and notihing 
else - or so it seems. 
There are many other works bot'h 
to look at and consider as a possible 
way of changing one's surroundings 
for a While. Who knows, one may 
e"en grow attached to some of tlhem. 
Ir: any case, at the very least one 
may be forced to look longer and 
more critically at these works of art. 
The Institute is supported by its 
memberships Whidh range from $5 
a year (Stu<ient), to $10 (Basic) and· 
above. 'Ilhese membersbips include 
permission to use the Institute's lib-
rary, receive various disoounts on 
publications, and announcements of 
the gallery events. The rental ser-
vice is available ro all levels of mem-
bership above "Student." The Insti-
tute is open Tuesday through Sun-
day from 11 to 6, Wednesdays until 
9, and closed Mondays and Holidays. 
Review Criticized 
To t'he Editor: 
I do not think that your article 
this week did justice to the Dance 
Concert. The writer did not need to 
criticize dances. Her comments 
commending the dancers' technical 
ability implied that that was all she 
oo:.tld commend. It was extremely 
unf~ir to place at 1lhe end of the 
article t~e left-0ver names. Both 
Elaine Smitih and Sue Gill choreo-
graphed dances, and I felt th.at 
!:laine'o; choice of music and her 
:1.:>reugraph work s:10wed a IreS:1-
.1ess and originality remarkable for 
a girl in her first year in the group. 
The writer probably did not kmw 
tl•at two of t!he group's best dancers 
were not participating and tha t 
~hers had been sick the final n J 
.~eeks of practice. Both Heidi D<:..-
1ell and Lynn Goulet dropped out 
of the concert t'he Sunday before it 
was given. Each girl was in appnr 
ximately six dances. 
I agree that this year the concert 
was perhaps not up ro par, but I 
think t.'he writer could have been 
less severe. Considering the difficul-
ties overcome, fue Dance Group is 
to be praised for its work. 
Robin Ladd '66 
A new photocopy service has been 
installed in the Library. Called the 
Docustat, the macrine is an auto-
.natic, sell-service photocopier whioh 
tor 20 cents copies pages from books 
a nd magazines with no need of 
removing the pages from the books 
or the books from the library. Copy-
ing time is 30 seconds. 
The Docustat, located in the Lobby, 
1 is available during library hours to 
all students. In addition to reproduc-
1 
ing pages from books, t'he machine 
also copies letters, contracts, news-
paper clippings and magazine arti-
cles. It photographs typewritten 
matter, handwriting, colored pen-
cils, inks and illustrations. 
No one but the operator can see 
either the original or the copy. There 
is no negative made and nottting ro 
peel off or throw away. 
Sculptured Form of India's Faith in Rare US Exhibit 
Vrltc1h~k• or L:tdy of th e: Tre~ t2 Century. 
A.O. 
T.1c arrival of a special collection 
of Indian sculpture at 1.'he Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York 
provides a rare opportunity for stu-
dents to examine masterpieces whlch 
they could otherwise see only in 
photographs - or on a Fulbright. 
TI1e exhibit is composed or over 
one hundred pieces of stone, terra 
cotta, and stucco loaned hy twenty 
two Indian museums especially for 
this year-long tour of tihe United 
States and Japan. It includes pieces 
dating from tlhe early Indus Valley 
Civilization (2500-1500 B.C.) t!u-oug'.1 
the classic Gupta Age (320-647 A.O.) 
to tlhe elegant medieval period (700-
1500 A.O.). 
All Indian art was created for a 
religious purpose. It was not con-
cerned with the representation of 
Physical reality, but with the reali-
zation of ideals of the Indian faiths 
- Buddhist, Hindu, Jain - in con-
crete and expressive form. Although 
the images grew more plastic and 
more organic in the course of Indian 
art, they never deviated from their 
&llegiance to conceptual rather than 
naturalistic images. The achieve-
ments of later sculpture further en-
hanced its function as an instrument 
of worship. 
Art Appealing But Fort'lgn 
At the do;>r of the gallery fue visi-
tor confronts a smiling terra cotta 
&oddess of the tweUh century. Her 
graceful form and appealing but self-
oontained expression seem both in-
viting and foreign. TI1ese dual at-
titudes with which any Westerner 
must approach Indian art are also 
the ones with w'hich the Indian wor-
shipper would himself approach t'.1.e 
icon. 
In the next gallery; a nude male 
torso from t•he Maurya Dynasty <322-
185 B.C.) expresses the same self-
content as did the goddess frJm the 
n1edieval period. Although tlhe con-
trast of the stiff frontal pose of l!he 
nude to t!ile exaggerated sway of 
the goddess is striking, the two arc 
linked by tJl>e flesh like quality sug-
gested by the deep incision of llhe 
navel and by the fully-rounded. con-
vex planes of rhe body. They show 
the continuation throug'hout fourteen 
centuries of Indian art of the Hindu 
ll adition of prana, a young practice 
or expanding the chest and stomach 
by 'holding tlhe brealt\. To the wor-
shipper, prana indicated the p.'iysical 
l!.nd spiritual well-being of the God. 
'Jlhe rigidity and primitive model-
ling of l1Pe Maurya Period was gra-
by Brenda Ratcliffe '66 
<'ually replaced. The reliefs from 
Bharhut. executed in the Sh~a 
Dynasty (185-72 B.C.) display a more 
plastic. thOUf'h still arm'.l.ic model-
ling. The elcltibition includes one of 
the most important and most often 
reproduced works of the period, tlhe 
relief of a )•akshi, a female nymp.'h, 
embracing a tree. According to le-
gend, the touch of a yakshi caused 
a tree to burst into flower. These 
figures, whose origin has been traced 
back to ancient Dravidian (South In-
clian) fertility rites, establi"hed Uie 
canon for the female figure in Indian 
art. The exaggerated hips and 
breasts, the narrow ~houlders and 
waist, and the curve of t1'e body in 
the figure of the medieval goddess 
at the entrance to the ex'hibit -
thoug!:> more subtly rendered -
ev:>lved from the type developed in 
the Maurya and Shunga Periods. 
Three Styles of Buddha Image 
From the gallery containing the 
Shunga reliefs. 1frie third of the seven 
·halls albted to this exhibit, the visi-
tor enteres awe r ooms with work 
from the second century furough the 
sixth. illustrating evolution of l!he 
Buddha image. During the compara-
tively brief period in which Bud-
c•:1ism flouri~.hed, two <listinct strains 
developed. The earlier, tl'.e Maha-
yana. prohibited anthropomorphic 
representation of the Budd:m. Sev-
eral reliefs. otherwise teeming with 
figures. !have as their focal point the 
l:'mptyli:>n throne with footprints 
bearing the divine mark of Ire 
wheel. symbols subo;tituted for the 
Buddha in t:tlese early reliefs. 
T.1rce different styles of rl:'present-
ing ~hi:' BudCha arc shown. In the 
earliest Corm Gandhara (mo::lern Pa-
kistan and Afghanistan) the influ-
ence of Western art was so strong 
r~al scholars once called it "Greco-
Bud::1hist" art. The deep shadows. 
~gitated expressions, and volumetric 
folds of a ghandarhan frieze showing 
Bt...-d:lha's Great Renunciation be-
trays t:1e inappropriateness of ttie 
rl:'alistic Greek style for tre Indian 
tradition which sought to express the 
ecstatic inner state of its subjects. 
A m :mumental head from thl:' Ma-
l hura scr.-nl. a contemporary of the 
Gandhara, e~hibits the simpler. 
smoother modelling w'hich formed 
the native Indian tradition. By plac-
ing a Jain head next to the Bud:iha's 
head, the exhibit encourages tfte 
viewer to note that stylistic treat-
Ve nerat ion of the Buddha on Throne, 3rd Ce ntu ry, B.C. 
ment did not vary from one religior 
t.o anorher. The only differences were 
the signs demanded by the religions, 
s uC'h as the elongate earlobes, the 
top knot, and the third eye \ll'hich 
distinguish the Buddha. 
The Buddhas from the Gupta Per-
iod, the tNrd type in this exhibit, ill-
ustrate t :1e variations of craftsman-
ship during the period. Nonetheless 
the sleek. atenuated Budda from 
Sarnath and the chunky one with 
hig'.uy conventionalized drapery both 
convey a sense of perfect inner har-
mony whlch characterizes all the 
BudC:.has of this period. 
Medieval Works Refined 
The Medieval figures in the exhibit 
arc almost entirely Hindu, a natural 
consequence of the resurgence of 
Hinduism in the eight century. These 
figures, done in a handsome block 
chlorite, continue their allegiance to 
the early figure types - t1'e male 
broad-chested with slender hips and 
legs, the female slender but with 
uccentuated breasts and hips. Tl>e 
controlled sway of the primary deity 
Shiva and 'his consort Devi in one 
relief displays a master unrivalled 
b) earlier stone carvers. The yakshi 
gazing at her mirror as She stands 
beneath a mango tree has a refine-
ment and three dimensionalism only 
suggested by the vakshi of the Bhar-
hut railing !rom which s1'e evolved. 
Further Study Possible 
The Museum offers two means for 
visitors to learn about the exhibit. 
Altlv.mgh the individual taped guides 
cio provide some background on the 
legends and symbols of the sculpture, 
it neglects stylistic comparisons of 
the difierent periods to point out de-
tails a ~rceptive viewer would have 
already noted. The catalogue for the 
e~hibit is excellent, rnwever. In ad-
dition t'O large Phorographs of all 
pieces, it includes a text by Sherman 
E. Lee, Wh> writes with enviable 
skill. To Mr. Lee, the Director of the 
Cleveland Museum of Art as well as 
Curator of its Oriental Section, goes 
a major portion of the credit for per-
suading the Indian government to 
assemble t'his exhibit. 
Many of the works displayed in 
this exhibit are so important that it 
is a surprise to see that they were 
allowed outside of the country at all. 
Even so. the departure of this exhibit 
need not discourage those interested 
in Indian art, for nie Boston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts contains one of the 
best collections witlhi.n the United 
States. 
Rci ltd of Vaksh1 rrom 8 ha rhut, 2r.d Ctn. 
tury, e.c. 
He.iid of the Buddh.1. ~th Century, A .O. 
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Lecturers Marriage 
Using Budget, 
Recommend Eleventh Hour Sign~Outs to Start Spiral? 
Career P!!p~s~~ ~: ~:~~t~ '"~~".!~~v:~:~, 
Vil Juniors were ttie main topic of 
Pursuing 
Last 1bursday Mrs. Martin Green- Ro.<r M etrailer '66 life and career better then!" S:'le discussion at last week's Senate 
eleven p.m. for overnights. This 
W"Ould not affect fremmen since trey 
must sign out by 10: 00 p.m. for all berger, Assistant Professor of Psy- predicted that "the feminine mys- meeting. 
dhology, discussed "Some Practicai about the goals of the marriage, but Zoe Sarbanes '66. present head of permissions. 
i h · · "O · ..r t II ttl tique" is on the way out, as people Matters (of marriage) and t:1eir 11 · er opinion ne ml5.l we se e Vil Juniorc;, pointed out the discre· 
Psychological Importance, .. focusing for some of this uncertainty ratN!r are coming around to saying t<hat pancy between the present eleven 
on problems of finance and on ti-~ than chJ:>sing rome~iing like t.'lrift." i~ is respectable to have a career. o'clock escort rule and the ten 
Miss Frisch was QPposed to U:e 
change because she felt it W'Ould 
encourage overnight as last-minute 
thoughts. Miss Clapp suggested that 
~s change would allow Wellesley 
students to become nuisances by 
e&.lling ttieir hostesses at 10: 55 p.m. 
and asking to spend the night. She 
aiso argued that students would be 
making tlhis decision after an extra 
hour at parties with alcoholic bev-
combination of marriage and career. Mrs. Greenberger said ti-at while Dr. Benson Snyder, chief psychi- o'clock sign out rule. 
This latter subject was the principai most women still lead the conven- rtrist at M.l.T. and formerly of the At present, a treSihman can be on 
concern of the panel discussion the honai married life without a sep- p'.;ychology department N!re, told of campus without signing out until 
following Monday by Mrs. Waiter arate career. afler the first five to women's increasing entrance into eleven, but if She is oU campus she 
Houghton, Mrs. Donald Watkin, and ten years of .marriage they usu~lly fields sur 1 as science from which must sign out by ten. The proposal 
Dr. Benson Snyder on "TN! Many I want something ~lse., Sl>e a.dvised 1·hey were l'Ong probibited. Women ...-:as to cf.lange the rule, which is in-
Roles of the Woman After Mar- s~rongly that a i;:irl ~ · 1ould, if pos-
1 
must remember, he said, when they consistent and unenforceable. 
riage." s ble, get ~~fessional or other ad- cross t".lis old boundary and enter Opposing SpeechM 
In preparation for her talk, Mrs. vanced trammg before she ras a once unavailable careers, "They Opposing arguments revolved 
Greenberger interviewed married I family, when t:here are fewer dis- •!lave to face the fact that they are around Miss Theresa Frisch's state-
students at Wellesley on their use of I tractions and an opportunity to ac- an emigree, and fillat things will be ment trat suoh action could snow-
s budget, their most surprising ex- quire such training more quickly and diUerent." In reference to l1is fellow ball into the complete elimination of 
penses, and so on. She found that less expensively. Thus sN! can do panel members' comments on the U:30 permissions. Mr. Johnson dis-
about 86% of these students use the work ~ enjoys and find some necessity of frank discussion and de- approved of the proposal because it 
S<Jme kind of budget, but ~eir ad- sense of achievement in it while I-er ~ision on all things before marriage, would mean that freshmen W'Ould 
vice from experience is to leave it children are growing up. Dr. Snyder warned that "Trere are have unlimited oU campus eleven 
erages. 
Those supporting the change ar-
gued fuat a college rule should not 
be based on polite behavior, and that 
most girls would ca1l early anyway. 
The value of the change, according 
to its supporters, is in the rare oc-
casion when plans cannot be made 
ahead of time and girls wiSh to sign 
out f'Or an overnight from their dor· 
mitories. 
general enough at first to allow for Career After Marriage I imponderables, tlhere is much that o'clock permissions. 
the development of a spending pat- Mrs. Waiter Hougton, wife of Pro- must be worked out in the living." Another opposition argument was 
tE:rn after the unusual expenses of fessor Hougf.1ton of the Englisr De-1 He agreed with Miss Frisc'h's com- that ;f this permission were expand-
the earliest marriage years. Their partment, spoke of the importance ment from the audience that one's ed so tt1at it were never necessary to 
most surprising expenses were ~· 1e of frank discusskm before marriage identity is a constantly c'la~g sign out until eleven, there would be 
high cost of necessary insurance, 0 r all a.spects of the relationship, thing. and a women should be pre- no way to check 'On a student's loca-
n1edical and dental bills, everyday from having children to a career rarej far ti-is continuous change tion until after eleven o'clock. 
rousehold repairs, setting up house, for t:le wife. She advised against I rather t'.l~ be anxiou.c; about finding ?"e~pt SI~ Out" 
Pennlnlons and Books 
Zoe Sarbanes also stated that next 
year freshmen will be allowed twelve 
one o'clocks in the first semester, 
twelve in the second, and six in the 
third. and gifts. warriage immediately after college one set view of herself. The Vil JUntors aiso proposed that 
As a ~c:~:,rir::. Green- ~c~':h0i:e·~~:;~~:\~~~sa~~t~ Memoria[-E~hibit Honors Elw· t Jennie Gerard presented the news that library thefts have apparently 
declined. At Christmas of 1963, 170 
books from tlhe reserve room were 
listed a.c; newly missing. In June 
the number had declined to 96. At 
Christmas of this year the number 
was only 75. Now it is down to 45. 
The Library and senate attribute 
much of the change to the increased 
publicity of the problem. 
berger saw some danger in the popu- side of the "sN!ltered" life of home 
lar view that the " good" wife is a and sch:>ol. She agreed witr Mrs. 
thirfty one. It may be a good tl'.ling Greenberger that a woman must CUI""ently on display in the College L'brariun. Ra1·e, limited and first 
for a newly married girl to operate finir··1 her education before hvin] a Library are a collection of t<he works, edition samples of Eliot's poetry and 
cheaply, she said, yet excessive family. Ir 11 wife must put her hus- personal correspondence, and photo- prose arc accompanied by critiques 
\\"Orry about thrift may only cause band through graduate sch:>ol. Mrs. graphs or the late Tlumas Stearns of s<>veral of his more famous works. 
resentment on the part of both part- Houg;1ton urged tihat she should take r.:liot. Worth. noting among these is a re-
ners. "Exaggerated concern witr only suet> work as will encourage Included in the tribute lo the poet, view by F. L. Lucas, whidl appeared 
thrift and frugality may reflect cer- and develop her particular interests. who died in early January at the age in Tht> New Statesman, November 3, 
tain psycllologicai concern about the Mrs. Donald Watkin. an attorney of seventy-seven. are a number of 1923. shortly after the publication of 
giving and taking of self." In fact, and the m other of four children the first printings of his works, "Th<' Wasteland." Mr. Lucas refers Germino Accepts 
excessive tlh.rift may even be used said t:lat tN! woman who wir hes t~ l'mong them several of his "under- to his poem as an "unhappy compo-
as a concrete way of proving one's mix matTiage and career must have I graduate poems" as they originaJly sition which should have been left to H n rar p OS. t. n 
self in reaction to concern about how a lot of flexibility, but that it cer- ;ippmr<'d in thr llarl'Ord Adt·11r11/1. ~ink it~lf·:· and ~?Cs on to call it I 0 0 Y I IO 
H marriage is working out. Often t&inly can be done. $he thougbt it I Many of the books were d~nat~ to Mr. Ehot s Toad. . . Dante L. Gcrmino, Associate Pro-
tN!re is some uncertainty at first most important that one decide what the Rare Book Room by Miss Eliza- Perhaps llhe most mterestmg part fessor of Political Science at Welles-
she wants to do before leaving col- beta W. Mainwaring, formerly a I o!. tbe di~play .are Eli~t's letters to ley has accepted an invitation to 
lege, make N!rself find something teacher of poetry at Wellesley, and a ~ss Ma~nwanng. Written on sta- become a rorresponding member 
FEATURING A MOST and then keep at it, even if a family personal acquaintance of Mr. Eliot. t•onery witlh such ~r!1ame~~~ll ~ctter- or the Institute of Anglo-American 
COMPLETE NEWSTAND intervenes for awhile to keep her I.argest Memorial ha~I' a~ that of 1 he lritt:rwn, a Studies at the University of Padua, 
from pursuing it right away. Mrs. The display, Which consists of more pe~1odi~al founded and edited by I Italy. 
WRLESLEY News Watkin said that from her experience than a hundred items, is the largest Ehot htmsel~, they con~~n, for the 11he Institute of Anglo-American L" "It's a good idea to have enoug'1 memoriai exhibit that the library most part, h1~ lecture v1s1ts to Wei- Studies was recently establiShed by 
children to feel swamped by them, has ever assembled, according to lesley, ~nd give tlhe reader a per- a Presidential Decree. According to 
AGENCY' Inc. as you tend to organise children, Miss Hannah D. French, Researo.li sonaJ ~hmpse of the. poet, a reserved it~ Director, Antonio La Pergola, 
567 Washington Street 
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A sound college back· 
ground plus wide knowl-
edge in your major field 
should add up to a re-
warding career for you. 
But, first you must 
"break in." One proven 
way Is to gain practical 
skills that supplement 
your academic know I· 
edge. Then your services 
will be in demand no 
matter how specialized 
your field. Once in, you'll 
have the opportunity to 
prove yourself. 
Katharine Gibbs offers 
a Special Course for 
College Women (81;2 
months). providing ex-
pert training in secreta-
rial skills. Break into 
your field the proven 
Gibbs way. 
Write College Dean 




21 Marlborough St,. BOSTON, MASS. 02116 
200 Park Ave .. HEW YORK, H. Y. 10017 
33 Plymouth St,. MONTCLAIR, H.J. 07042 
77 S. Angell St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 02906 
FrenchDept. Offers Absurd Plays 
Two play~ will be presi•ntt•d under I fumprchend each other. The rnd rr-
the auspices of the French Depart- suit is that the girl is torn limb from 
ment in Shakespeare on March 22 limb by the quarreling men. 
at 1 p.m. The other play, Godefroy, al-
The first, Scene a Quatre by Ion- though written by Courteline at the 
c~co, drals with the futility of Ian- turn of the century, foreshadows the 
guage. Reminiscent of The Bald practices of the current theatre of 
Soprano, tht> play is a product of the the absurd. The action takes place 
theatre of thr absurd. Written just on a bus and consists of a mother 
prior to th<' 1959 summit confert>ncc, (Liz Block '66) instructing her nine-
Scene a Quatre revolves around the teen-year-old son Godefroy (Leslie 
I 
fu~ht of thret' men - Dupont (Kay Jordan '65) in minutt' dl'tail con-
King '66), Durand (Carol Hutner cerning his conduct in such things 
'66) , and Martin (Susan Pildner '65) as paying th<' bus driver. Observa-
1
- over a jolie dame (Lee Vaughn tion of this example of loving family 
. '67 ) . Essentially, all three art> argu- life draws the odes from the rest of 
ing the same thing but are unable to the passengers (Mary Brown '67, 
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;,"II Dorothy Mackay '66, Margaret Tch-
ang '67, Holly Knox '68, Louise 




The plays, are directed by Eileen 
Cole '66. Brendell Whitman '66 is 
stz.ge manager, and Phyllis Winston 
'67 is in charge of costume~. 
PICTURE FRAMING 
• Arlislicolly Hone/lea 
• Reasonably l'ricec/ 
Complete Artists' Supplies 
WELLESLEY ART SHOP 
'-4 Grove St. CE !--5527 
11 reticently formal man. He pre- " ... the Institute enjoys exceptional 
sented three poetry readings in the freedom of actic..- and because of its 
~ollegc's KatN!rine Lee Bates Series functions and scope greatly differs 
m t~e years ~32, .1936, and 1947. He from most or the other university in-
d1shked readmg tus own W'Orks, say- stitutes in Italy." 'I!he In5titute 
ing r:1at if he were required to read l•· un~sual on three ccunt : it 
.lor more than a half hour, he wide rame of study from govern-
• h l ., • 
'S ou d prefer to read other people's ment to history and the oociai sci-
correspondence rather than my ences; its dual function as research 
own." center and as center of instructiop; 
Per-I Momeatoes and its policy of appointing !orei.g-1 
Also among the correspondence scholars to teaching positions. 
are Christmas cards to Miss Main- Mr. Germino is one of a limited 
waring and a letter to Miss Pendle- number of prominent scholars in-
ton, then president of ttie college, vited to become corresponding mem-
tumlng down an invitation to speak bers and will reeeive preferential in· 
at t!he 1932 commencement exercises. vitation to participate in Institute 
(Conlin#ea on p11ge Set1en) activities. 
Senator Morse Maligns •.• 
( C ontin1Ha from '"I• OtU) 
are dropping even the "pretense of a 
fight for freedom." 
The United States, claims the Sen-
atx:>r, once prevented an election in 
~outh Viet Nam, knowing full well 
that Ho Chin Minh, North Vietna-
mese leader, would have risen to 
power. Our failure to recognize the 
long-standing antagonism of Soutti-
1 
east Asia toward China has meant 
that we have missed an "historic op-
portunity" for a Tito in tNs area. 
I Executive Too Sh'ong 
I That the President is anxious 
to delegate authority "tbat shouldn't 
have been delegated," and he said 
that it is a "sad fact" that all our 
responsibilities have been abandon-
ed to a small group of people in the 
Executive Office. 
11.bout the soundness of his policies 
~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~=~===========• in Viet Nam can be seen in his re-
1be question of how much further 
the war is going to escaiate will de-
pend upon tihe reaction of other coun-
tries. Although we do have an in-
terest in Viet Nam, it is not "l'he 
kind of interest ltlat deserves to be 
protected by American blood." His 
final plea was for a "return to ltlc 
rule of law instead of the law of the 
jungle." 
The Wellesley National Bank 






where b9nlrin1 is made convenient 
for the Welle.ley Collete Studtr'ta 
......_ r...,.1 ~ auuaaee cw.-au.. 
~ Feftn! ....,_ .,__ 
- - -
luctance to submit the issue to pub-
lic dcbat<' Senator Morse said that 
there is no likelihood of Johnson's 
objectives coming about as the 
bombings in North Viet Nam have 
had little effect. 
In the last part of his speech the 
Senator said that we must rid our-
selves of the notion fuat determina· 
I tion of foreign policy belongs to the President and not to the people: "We 
have gone down the road too far to 
I a government by Executive suprem-acy." Senator Morse has frequently been in the minority in his refusal 
LIBRARY HOURS 
SPRING VACATION 
1''rlday, Mar. 26 8: lG a.m.-G p.m. 
Saturday, Sunday 
Mar. 27, 28, April 3. 4 Cl0Kf'1I 
Other vacation days 2 p.m.-1 : 311 
During the daytime, member11 or 
the College community may 
come into the Library through 
the service entrance If the front 
doors are not open. 
Regular schedule wlll be resum. 
ed Monday, April 5. 
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March, Memorial Protest 
- -
Silently Civil Rights Group Aide Voters: 
(Contim1ed jf'om page One) 
historical Day." 
He urged his audience of "op-
pressed" and "friends of the op-
pressed" to ohange this system and 
ro "rise up in the strength of your 
non-violent might." (He also grinned 
and urged Mrs. Hicks' resignation.) 
those who cannot go to give money. 
The last few speeches struck a 
"sacrifical" note, dissonant from the 
earlier call for unity and harmony. 
Father John Carroll of ttie Catholic 
League fur the Blind, even said it 
would have been ''horrible" if Presi-
dent Jol>nson had sent troops on 
Monday because it would have re-
gated Reeb's "lucky chance to sac-
rifice." 
To Travel South For Spring 
••LYNDON BAIN~ JOHNSON: 
WHICH SIDE ARE YOU ON?" 
Wood shouted. 
Snapdragons and Selma 
He continued, addressing rus au:ii-
ence in a parody of the "Unknown 
Soldier", "And if you break fait'h 
with us, we shall not sleep though 
'snap-dragons' grow on Alabama 
fields. We shall not sleep." 
Wood called for 1000 more volun-
teers to go to Selma, and several 
dozen followed this banner. He urged 
"Before you can have a Ressurec- ' 
tion you need a Crucifiction. You 
need a sacrifice." claimed Jame-; 
Beed of the Blue Hill Christian Cen-
ter. 
~ cold few who staved for t'1e 
entire lour hour service ended the 
day by uniting !hands and singing 
'"We Shall Overcome" as a Rabbi 
gave the final prayer. 
Former Governor Peabody, speaker 
at Sunday's Memorial Service for 
Rev. James Reeb, addressing a 





Tome Lehrer. composer-singer of 
Poisoning the Pigeons in the Par~ 
My Home Town, The Masocliism 
Tango, The Elements, Be Prepared, 
nnd many other wild and woolly sa- I 
tires on the commonplace in Am· 
erican life, will be teaching statistics 
at Wellesley College next year. 
Spring vacation should be a busy 
time for Wellesley College civil 
rigMs workers. 
Mandy Hawes '65 head of the Civil 
Rii;ihts Group at Wellesley, said 
!!hat she and approximately seven 
other girls including Peggy Howard 
'66, Gabette Hammond '66, Jill 
Jones '66, Sue Keller '66 and Janet 
Conn '68 will participate in the sec-
ond week of a voter registration and 
adult literacy drive in Raleigh, 
North Carolina. 
This particular drive is one of 
n.any being presently sponsored by 
the National Student YWCA which is 
trying to have some civil rights pro-
jects available somewhere for col-
lege students no matter what their 
spring vacation. The Raleigh pro-
Among the several women's 
colleges in the U.S. Wellesley 
College ranks third In the num-
ber of its alumnae listed In the 
latest issue of WHO'S WHO IN 
AMERICA, Vol. 33, appendix 
p. ill. 
The ranking depends upon ab-
solute numbers rather than upon 
proportion of all alumnae and 
therefore may be eomewhat mis-
leading. Vassar and Smith have 
more alumnae listed and Bryn 
Mawr. Mt. Holyoke, Radcliffe 
and others have fewer. 
Mr. Lelirer is better known in 
Above: Marchers wait to hegin silent trek to 9oaton Commons. Signs academic circles tor his excellence 
Welle!lley faculty member11 
listed In WHO'S WHO IN 
AMERICA. Vol. 33 (1964-1965) 
Helen M. Rrown, Librarian 
Margaret Clapp, President 
Richard V. Clemence, Profe11sor 
appeared although the group was urged not to carry them, for "every. as hoth teacher and mathematician. 
one la equal." Below: The American Flag is still a sign of hope. Four Ik is presently \1:orking toward a 
Wellealey girl• look on. I f·h.D. in Mattiematics at Harvard I 
UnivE'rsity. Next fall , as well as 
teaching the statistics course in fille 
psychology department here, Psy-
rhology 201, he will continue to teaoh 
part-time at Massachusetts Institute 
of Teclinology and at the Harvard 
SChool of Education. 
ot Economics 
Harriet B. Creighton, Professor 
of Dotany 
The small, but eUective Wellesley 
College Swimming Team took a 
mid-pressure period break and 
travelled to Mt. Holyoke on Sat-
urday, March 13, to successfully 
compete in a swimming meet. 
Wellesley came in first witlJ 34 
points, followed by Mt. Holyoke 
with 191h points. Other schools at 
the meet were Bouve, University 
of Connecticut, and University of 
Rhode Island. 
Memorial • • • 
<Cottlinwtl f'om page Six) 
Together with these are several 
photographs of Eliot, two of which 
were taken during his childhood. 
Jn another part of the el&tlbit are 
the momentoes of Miss Jeanette Mc:-
Plierrin, Dean of the Class of '67, of 
her acquaintance with Eliot. When 
Miss McPherrin was a student in 
Paris she vacationed in England at a 
home in wl>ich the late poet was 
frequently a guest. 
The display is a representative 
collection of Eliot's works and stands 
as a personal witness of the author's 
literary talent in developing a com-
plex, metaphysical style of blank 
\'erse, crowded with obscure allu-
sions and haunting images, and of 
his spiritual and emotional evolu-
tion. It is with justice that the 
Manchester Guardian, in writing of 
Eliot's death, referred to Mm as "the 
man who, in his liletime, seemed to 
n·make English literature, past and 
contemporary, in his own astringent I 
image." 









House Presidents, 1966-66 
BatE'S - Zannle Elmore 
Beebf' - Mary Holsing 
Cazen:>Ve - Vicki Spelman 
Claflin - Sherry Holland 
Davis - Nancy Felder 
Freeman - Zoe Sarbanes 
McAfee - Ohrls Miller 
Munger - Pam Thayer 
Pomeroy - June Milton 
Severance - Anne Schaefer 
Shafer - Lh: Trowbridge 
Stone - Ann Wegner 
Tower - Judy Petef'!IOll 
Mrs. Ray G. Theriault, Assh1t. 
ant Dean of Summer Program, 
Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
New Ham"pshlre, will be In the 
Placement Office on Thursday, 
Aprlt 8 from 1: 30 to 4: 00 p.m. 
She is intere11ted in talking with 
girls who wish to attend the 
Dartmouth Summer Program 
and also students who wish to 
apply for the position ot dormi-
tory counselor for the Special 
Musk Program. 
Anyone who wishes an ap· 
pointment may sign.up Jn Green 
Hall room 239. 
Mr. Lehrer has allegedly been de-
\'oting less time to his music lately. 
His two records, which have been 
well known and liked by millions of 
college youts since their release sev-
eral years ago, are currently out of I publication. I 
Community Playhouse 
Wellesley Hiiia CEdar 5-0047 
Evening• at 7:45 
Sun. Continuous Beginning 4: 15 
Now Showing Enda Sat., Mar. 20 
EXCLUSIVE! 
The Sir Winston Churchill Story 
"THE FINEST HOURS" 
also Jean-Paul Belmondo In 
also "THAT MAN FROM RIO" 
Sun., Mon., Tues. Mar. 21-22-23 
Audrey Hepburn cl. Henry Fonda 
in "WAR AND PEACE" 
Wed .. Thura.-Frl.-Sat. Mar. 24-27 
Anne Bancroft Acad. Award 
Nominee in 
"THE PUMPKIN EATER" 
also "GENEVIEVE" 
All atudenta are urged to clalm 
lo1t article• at the Info Bureau 
before the Lost and Found Sale 
on Tuesday, March 23. Woolen 
artlclea will not be kept through 
the 1ummer. 
GET DISCOUNT CA~D 
on Patent Medlclnee . Vitamin• • 
Coametlca • Tolletrlee • Etc. •t 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
572 Washincpon Stre"t 
oppoalte Village Church 
I 
I 
Fred Denbeaux, Professor of 
Biblical History 
Allan W. Elster, Professor of 
Sociology 
Janet B. Guernsey {Mrs. Wm. 
B.) Professor of Physics 
Bernard C. Heyl, Professor of 
Art 
Sarah J. Hiii, Professor of As· 
tronom)' 
Walter E. Houghton, Professor 
of English 
E. Elizabeth Jones, Professor of 
Zoology 
Hubert W. Lamb, Professor of 
Music 
Edith B. Mallory, Professor of 
Psychology 
Barbara P. McCarthy, Professor 
of Greek 
Helen G. Russell, Professor ot 
Mathematics 
May Sarton, Lecturer in English 
HE'nry F. Schwarz, Professor ot 
History 
Owen S. Stratton, Professor ot 
Political Science 
E. Faye Wilson, Profeseor ot 
History 
Louise P. Wilson, Professor of 
Zoology 
*Thia does not include emeritus 
members of the faculty ot whom 
several are or have been listed 
In prevlou11 edltlone. 
NEWS thinks. 
Martin Luther is 
grudgy 
. .................................. ..... 
A Trip To Europe 
For Less Than $100 
Switzerland - A do-it-yourself summer in Europe is avail-
able through the International Travel Establishment. The 
new plan makes a trip to Europe, including transportation, 
possible for less than $I 00. A complete do-it-yourself 
prospectus including instructions, money saving tips and a 
large selection of job opportunities may be obtained by 
writing to Dept. 8, International Travel Establishment, 68 
Herrengasse, Vaduz, Liechtenstein (Switzerland). Send $2 
for the material and airmail postage. 
ject ditters from many of ttie cur-
rent civil rights projects in that Ra-
leig!>. Is not a city in which voter 
registration is a major problem. 
Negro voter registration in Raleir•h 
on the ot'her hand, Mandy said, is 
vital at ~s time because tihere is a 
Negro running fur the city's Board 
cf Education and many lower class 
Negroes are not registered: 
'I1hree interest groups will be 
working tx>getber on die Rale)gtt pro-
ject and this also sets it apart from 
similar projects. One group consists 
ol northern White college students 
from Mary Washingron University, 
Hamilton College and the state col-
lege in Farmingron, Maine in addi-
tion to Wellesley. The second and 
third groups consist of white and 
Negro college students in Raleigh 
itself. The total number of students 
on t!he project will be between thirty 
and forty. 
Aside from the daily work on voter 
registration and adult literacy, an 
intercollegiate conference led by 
several ministers will also be held 
during tlie two-week period. '!'his 
will be supplemented by informal 
discussions whiCh should be facili-
tated by the fact that all the student 
volunteers will be living in the Ra-
leigh YWCA. In addition, the discus-
sion Should prove interesting because 
o! the variety of viewpoints repre-
sented in the three interest groups. 




D when travelling 
O athedtime 
O when ill 
D during menstruation 
O and, when weather, 
activity or stress suggest 
the need for aution 
Bidette safeguards intimate feminine 
daintiness w.lienevu bathing is imprac-
tical. Bidette is the velvety-soft cloth 
(not harsh, linty paper!) pre-moistened 
with a cooling, soothing lotion that 
cleans and refreshes ... helps banish 
odor and discomfort. .. swiftly, safely. 
And because Bidette is sealed in foil, 
you can take it anywhere, dispose of it 
as you would a tissue. 
Medically correct Bidette gives you 
all this relief, reassurance and conven-
ience for just pennies. One dozen, 85¢. 
Two dozen economy box SI.SO (you 
save 20¢). Ask for Bideue at your drug· 
store. Or ~end 25f and coupon for a 
lovely re-fillable Purse-Pack with 3 




I P.O. Box 2300, C.P.O., N.Y., N.Y.10001 I I enclose 25C to cover postage and I handlin&. Send Bidette Purse-Pack, I aamplea and literature. 
I Nam0-~~~~~~~~~~ 
IM~ I 
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CAMPUS 
Su11day, March 21 - The Wellesley 
College Chamber OrChestra will pre-
sent a concert of Baroque music, in-
cluding works of Corelli, Schutz, and 
Telemann, at 4: 00 p.m. in Jewett. 
Monday, March Z% - Dr. Robert 
Wheatley from tl>e Rock Repro:iuc-
tive Center will speak on "Family 
Planning" at 7:30 p.m. in Pendleton. 
Tuesday, Marcil 23 - Professor 
H. E. Holthusen, from the University 
of Munioh and currently Visiting 
Professor at the University of Pitts-
hurgl!o, will read German poetry in 
the Pope Room at 4:40 p.m. 
Prof Holtlrusen will lecture on 
"New· Trends in 1ftle Contemporary 
German Novel" at 7:45 p.m. in Pen-
dleton. 
Wednesday, March 24 - Professor 
Detlev Heikamp will speak on "The 
Florentine Grotto and Its Sculpture" 
at 4:40 p.m. in 150 Jewett. 
Dr. Richard Schwartz, Professor 
ot Sociology at Northwestern, will 
present a lecture on "The Sociology 
of Law" at 7:30 p.m. in Pendleton. 
ART 
On exhibition at the Museum of 
Fme Arts are the new additions to 
the collection of Greek, Roman, and 
Etruscan art. There is also an exhi-
bition entitled " Peacock Festival" 
in the Alumni Gallery of the School 
o' the Museum of Fine Arts. This 
exhibition is of color woodcuts by 
Joseph Domjan, internationally 
known printer and printmaker, fam-
ous for his Hungarian folk art mo-
tifs. Prints by Pieter Coeke Van 
Aelst arc being shown in an exhibi-
tion entitled " A Journey to Constan· 
tmople, ' ' a t the Museum. 
Friday, Mareh 19 - Mr. Daniel 
Selig will lecture on Frank Lloyd 
Wright and 20th century architecture 
as part of the Museum of F ine Arts ' 
F riday morning lecture series a t 11 
<1.m . Admission $1.50 for non-mem-
l:ers. 
Saturday, March 20 - Mrs. Laurie 
Adams will give a survey of the Mu-
seum of F ine Arts' collections of 
Orienta l porcela ins a t 11 a.m. 
Sunday, !\larch 21 - Also a t the 
Museum, Mrs. Juliana Melly will 
i:peak on " Painters of Ve nice" at 
:! p.m. 
MUSIC 
Saturda~-, Mareh 20 - The concert 
a t the Gardner Museum will include 
Mozart Duets K. 487 for two bass 
horns, Danzi's Sonata for bass horn 
and piano, a nd Mendelssohn's Con-
cert P iece for cla rinet, bass horn, 
and piano. The performers will be 
Revea Orsten, William Wrzicn, and 
Katie Mazzeo. 
The Brot'hers Four will perform in 
Cousens Gym at Tufts University at 
8 p.m. 
Sunday, March 21 - The Greater 
Boston Youth Symphony Orchestra 
will present a concert at Symplhony 
Hall a t 3 p.m. , with Artin Arslanian 
conducting. 
Sunday, March 28 - Van Cliburn 
will perform in Symphony Hall. His 
concert will include Brahms' Inter-
mezzi Opus 118, nos. 1 and 2, Ballade 
in G Minor, Intermezzo in E Flat 
Minor, and three sonatas by Mozart 
and Liszt. 
At 8:30 p.m ., also in Symphony 
Hall, t!he Handel and Haydn Society 
will present " The Passion According 
to St. Luke." 
LECTURES 
Sunday, March 21 - As part of the 
Ford Hall Forum Series a t Jordan 
Hall, Dr. Edward Annis, past-presi-
dent of the American Medical AsS<>-
ciation, and Dean Charles Schott-
Jand, of t!he Graduate School of So-
cial Welfare a t Bra ndeis, will speak 
on "Medicare: Is It the Best Solu-
tion?" 
Tuesday, March 23- "Racism ar..d 
Extreme Civil Rights" will be tlie 
topic of a lecture to be given at 
Brandeis Uni\lersity by 'i:T.10mas Pet-
tigrew. As~oc. Profe-;sor of Psycl''>· 
logy at Harvard Univer;;itv. as oart 
of tl>e series on "Extremi<;m in Per-
spective." 
Wednesday, March 24 - Kenneth 
Hopkins will read from his poetry in 
McElroy Commons, Boston College 
at 8 p.m. 
THEATRE 
The Plough and the Stars, by Sean 
O'Casey is playing a t the Ch~rle~ 
Playhouse. The Emerson Collt>ge 
Theatre is prest>nting The Intruders, 
by Myron Levoy, on March I 7 and 
19. 
A new musical comedy from Lon-
don, Half a Sixpence, is at the Colo-
nial. Opening March 22 and con-
tinuing through April 3 at the Shu-
bert is The Roar of th.e Greasepaint 
- The Smell of the Crowd with An-
thony Newley and Cyril Ritchard. 
MOVIES 
The Brattle Theatre is continuing 
its Great Director Series with films 
from France and Italy. Mr. Hulot'• 
Holiday, by French Director Tati, 
v1:ill be sl>iown March 18-19. March 
20-21 La Strata, by Fellini, Italy; 
March 22-23 I Vltellonl, Fellini; 
March 24-25 8Yz, Fellini; and March 
26-27 L'Avventura, Antonioni. The 
Sound of Music, with Julie Andrews, 
has just opened at tl>e Gary. Bette 
Davis's new furiller, Hush, Hwill, 
Sweet Charlotte, is at the Orpheum, 
and the Cinema, Framingham. How 
To Murder l'our Wife, with Jack 
Lemmon, continues a t the Beacon 
Hill, G<>ldfln11:er is a t tl>e Music Hall 
in its la st week, Zorba the Greek, 
with Anthony Quinn, remains at the 
Capr i, a nd The Greatest Story Ever 





This Sunday at 4 : 00 in J ewett Audi-
torium the Chamber Music Society 
will present a progra m of baroque 
music in conjunction with the exhibit 
"Baroque Sculpture and Decorative 
Arts ." wihich is currently on display 
1r tlhe J ewett Ga llery. 
The program will open with a Con-
certo Grosso by Corelli. The soloists 
will be J ane Snyder '65 and Dorothy 
l''urber '67, violins, and Nancy Gra-
ham '65, cello. A chamber orClhestra 
of CMS members, under t!he direc-
ti'on of Mr. John Crawford of the 
Music Department, will provide ac-
companiment botti. for this work, 
and for a Concerto for two flutes by 
Telemann which will oonclude the 
program. The soloists in tohe latter 
work will be Anne Conley '67 and 
Marion Goertzel '67. 
In between these two large works, 
Baroque compositions for smaller 
combinations of voices and instru-
n1ents will be lleard. Heinrich 
Schutz, the greatest German comP<r 
ser of the early baroque, will be 
represented by two Sacrae Sympbo-
nlae. The performers in this group 
will be Edith Jones '67 and Jan Be-
t"ell '66, singers, Jane Snyder and 
Joyce Hodgson '65, violins, and 
Nancy Graham, cello. Miss Kathryn 
Reichard of tohe Music Department 
'"ill provide the chamber organ con-
tmue in both thr Schu tz and Corelli 
compositions. Finally, a suite of 
baroque da nces for t he unusual com-
bina tion of two solo cellos will be 
performed by Elizabeth Morse '66 
a nd Susan Harmon '67. 
NOW • • • for your convenience 
you can make your own 
Docustat PHOTOCOPIES 
of any prlnhd ma .. rlal, Including pagn 
In books at: 
The Library 
Self.Service, lnexpenalft, Quick, 
Accura .. and Comple .. ly Prive .. 
I Humanities ... 
<Cominuea from page OneJ 
course in methoctobgy has been 
made available at the intermedia te 
level. 
I '.ire offering complementary <'Ourse~ \ eluded in the Englim Department. 'r> A<;i;m s ludiPs. The History Depart- nn both t'he 200 and 300 level. Prac-
nicnt incluJcd two seminars ~n :ical l\1u:>ic, too, will be offerej, so 
Ohinese history, as well a s two tl>at the creative side of Wellesley 
courses in pre-modem and modern life is not slig!hted. 
Language Review 
Bo::'l t:1e Italian and the French 
Departments are offering new 
courses in literary analysis. The 
Engli!::h Department has devel:>ped 
a new course WhiC'h will focus on 
varbus me:f~ods of literary criticism. 
English 100, although still required. 
has been compressed into one semes-
ter. 
'flhere are also signs of increased 
Oexihility in regard to prerequisites. 
F'or in5tance, students may exempt 
f 1e se::on:i semester of English 106 
by taking an examination on sum-
mer reading. 
Many of Wellesley's most popular 
courses will appear next year in 
slightly modified form. Pl>ilosophy 
214 will be broken into two independ-
ent courses and will be supplemen-
ted, in tthe third term, by a new 
oourse in nineteentfl-century philos-
ophy, primarily Kierkegaard and 
Nietzche, a course long desired by 
many students. 
With Chinese civilization scheduled 
as t1'.1e subject of the upper-class 
lecture course, several departments 
Chinese l>istory. 
·me Art Department will give in-
;truction in Chinese art, and Politi-
cal Science is offering, again, a 
couse in comparative Asian gov-
ernment. 
T.'1e new lecture course, "Hellenic 
Heritage," designed primarily for 
fresl~mPn, is coordinated with a wide 
variety of course in the Greek, Latin, 'I 
History. Art, and P-hilosophy De-
partments. 
The Art Department has also add- · 
ea a studio course in sculpture, i'l 
addition to its other studio work 
and writing workshops are again in-
Reduced 50 
-
* * CHILDREN'S BOOKS -




Plus Photo• For 
Application•, Licenaea, etc. 
CUSTOM PHOTO FRAMl.S 
GUIERT'S 
PHOTO SUPPI..ID 




Publishers' overstock - Original $3.95 
marked down to $1.00 and UP 
LIBRARY DISCARDS - Mysteries, Fiction, Best-sellers 
.49, .69, .99 
* * PAPERBACK BOOKSMITH 
68A Central Street Wellesley 237-1050 
(Five Doors from Filene's) 
"DEDICATED TO THE FINE ART OF BROWSING" 
Open Evenings 
